We demonstrate experimentally the possibility of efficiently detecting properties of quantum channels and quantum gates. The optimal detection scheme is first achieved for non entanglement breaking channels of the depolarizing form and is based on the generation and detection of polarized entangled photons. We then demonstrate channel detection for non separable maps by considering the CNOT gate and employing two-photon hyperentangled states.
Introduction -The experimental realization of a quantum channel is unavoidably affected by noise. One possible way to check how well this has been performed is to make a full tomography of the process. This nevertheless is known to be very expensive in terms of number of measurements to be performed [1] . In many practical situations, however, one is only interested in some specific properties of the experimental channel, e.g. whether it has some entangling power, in order for the channel to be useful for a specific task, as e.g. quantum communication.
In this work we address this problem experimentally, following the method of quantum channel detection recently proposed in Refs. [2, 3] . The method allows us to detect properties of quantum channels when some a priori information about the form of the channel is available. Besides being less informative than full process tomography, the method gives the advantage to single out the property of interest with a much smaller experimental effort than in the full tomography case.
The method relies on the concept of witness operators [4] and the Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism [5] . We briefly remind both of them. A state ρ is entangled if and only if there exists a hermitian operator W such that Tr[W ρ] < 0 and Tr[W ρ sep ] ≥ 0 for all separable states; such an operator is called an entanglement witness. The Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism gives a oneto-one correspondence between completely positive (CP) and trace-preserving (TP) maps acting on D(H) (the set of density operators on H, with finite dimension d) and bipartite density operators C M on H ⊗ H (named Choi states). The isomorphism can be stated as
where I is the identity map, and |α is the maximally entangled state with respect to the bipartite space H ⊗ H, i.e. |α =
|k |k . The above isomorphism can be exploited to link convex sets of quantum channels to particular sets of quantum states. In the following the proposed method will be applied to the convex sets of either entanglement breaking (EB) channels and separable channels.
1-qubit EB channels: Theory -A channel M is EB if and only if its Choi state C M is separable [6] . Therefore, the detection of entanglement of C M in the doubled system by using a witness operator W EB suitable for C M allows us to prove that the implemented quantum channel M was not EB.
We will show the method for the depolarizing channel acting on one qubit, defined as
where σ 0 is the identity operator, {σ i } i=1,2,3 are the three Pauli operators σ x , σ y , σ z respectively, and p 0 = 1 − p (with p ∈ [0, 1]), while p i = p/3 for i = 1, 2, 3. Such a channel is known to be EB only for p ≥ 1/2. Denoting the maximally entangled state of two qubits as |Φ + , the corresponding Choi state is given by
which leads [7, 8] to a suitable detection operator of the form [3, 7] W EB = 1 4
The detection scheme is depicted in Fig. 1 (a) : we prepare the two-qubit system in the maximally entangled state |Φ + , we then let the depolarizing channel act on qubit 1, and we finally measure the operator W EB acting on both qubits at the end. If W EB < 0, then we are guaranteed that the depolarizing channel Γ p is not EB. Notice that the theoretical calculated expectation value for the ideal Choi state is W EB = p − 1/2, that guarantees the detection of all non EB depolarizing channels because it gives a negative expectation value whenever p < 1/2.
Notice that from the measured W EB we can establish a lower bound [3] on the theoretical quantity µ c (Γ p ) introduced in [13] , which represents the minimal amount of noise we need to add to Γ p via a classical stochastic process in order to make the resulting map EB. Such a bound is given by 1-qubit EB Channels: Experiment -The two-photon states used in this work were produced by a spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) source operating on the double excitation (back and forth) of a type I, 0.5 mm-long BBO crystal, that, depending on the performed experiment, allows to generate either a polarization entangled state [9] , or a path-polarization hyperentangled state [10] of two photons emitted over either two or four spatial modes (see Supplementary Information (SI) for major details).
For this experiment, the 2-photon polarization entangled state generated over two spatial modes ( Fig. 1 (a) ) was:
, where H (V ) stands for the horizontal (vertical) polarization of photon A (Alice's) or B (Bob's).
We simulated a 1-qubit depolarizing channel, Eq. (2), acting on Bob's photon by inserting two liquid crystal retarders (LC 1 and LC 2 ) on the path of photon B, one having its fast axis horizontal and the other oriented at 45
• with respect to the horizontal [11] (Fig. 1 (b) ). Depending on the applied voltage V, it is possible to change the retardation between ordinary and extraordinary polarized radiation. More precisely, by applying either V 1 or V π to a LC, it can be made to act as either a full-or a half-wave plate, respectively. Thus, by varying independently the voltage applied to LC 1 and LC 2 for different time intervals, we could apply the four Pauli operators to photon B with different values of the weight p (see SI).
To measure the witness W EB given by Eq. (4) [12] of the polarization analysis set-up which consisted of a quarter-wave plate (QWP), a half-wave plate (HWP), a polarizing beam-splitter (PBS) and a single-photon avalanche photodiode (SPAD) ( Fig.  1 (c) ). The witness we obtained is shown in Fig. 2 , together with the theoretical behaviour for a perfectly pure state and the actual one used in the experiment. To compare our results with the theory, we need in fact to take into account the imperfection of the experimentally simulated Choi state. Indeed, the two-photon state produced by the SPDC source corresponds to |Φ + only up to a finite fidelity F 0 = 0.935 ± 0.004 (measured by performing a two-photon quantum state tomography for p = 0).
, we can thus write the experimental Choi state as:
The error bars on W EB are obtained by propagating the Poissonian uncertainties associated with the coincidence counts and the error bars on p are estimated by considering the finite response time of the LC.
Let us notice that we indeed obtain the entanglement breaking property of the channel for a value of p up to around 0.5 as expected from the theory, and as a consequence the bound on µ c (Γ p ) gets trivial above this value (see Fig. 2 ).
2-qubit separable maps: Theory -We will now consider the set of separable maps acting on bipartite systems, that are defined as
where A k and B k act on systems 1 and 2 respectively. As for EB channels, the set of separable maps S is convex, and it is then possible to detect a general map lying outside it. Notice that, since the regarded maps now act on a bipartite state ρ 12 , the corresponding Choi states refer to a four-partite system 1234 which is separable in the splitting 13 |24 [14, 15] . As a demonstration of the achievability of the optimal detection method for non separable maps we will consider the explicit case of the CNOT gate. The corresponding detection operator is given by [2, 3] 
where |CNOT is the Choi state associated to the gate CNOT (with qubit 1 as the target and qubit 2 as the control, and |α = |Φ + 13 |Ψ + 24 [16] ), namely
where |Φ + and |Ψ + are maximally entangled states of the Bell basis. The witness above can be measured by using nine different local measurement settings [2, 3] . A possible way to reduce the experimental effort is to consider the suboptimal operator [3] 
(1 +σ
where we omitted the tensor products and from which it is clear that it requires only two measurement settings. In this work we also demonstrate the robustness of the detection method in the presence of dephasing noise, which is of the form (2) with p 0 = 1 − q i , p 1 = p 2 = 0 and p 3 = q i , i = 1, 2. We consider the case where the dephasing noise acts on both qubits, before and/or after the CNOT gate, as follows ( Fig. 3 (a) ):
Notice that the four dephasing processes act independently and are assumed to have the same strength (q 1 (q 2 ) before (after) the CNOT gate) for the two qubits.
The noise robustness of the operatorW CNOT with respect to dephasing noise is evaluated by the expectation value ofW CNOT given by Eq. (10) 
The roots of the above expression define the threshold values for the noise parameters in order to have a successful non separability detection for the noisy map M CNOT,D . In case the noise has the same strength before and after the CNOT gate (q 1 = q 2 = q), it is possible to detect the non separability character of the map for sufficiently low values of the noise parameter: q < 0.17.
(The case q 1 = q 2 is further studied in the SI.) 2-qubit separable maps: Experiment -For this second experiment, we used the SPDC source operating over four emission modes (see SI). Hence we prepared the 4-qubit hyperentangled state |Ξ = |Φ + 13 |Ψ + 24 where
(|r B |l A + |l B |r A ), where r (l) designs the right (left) path of photon A or B.
We implemented a CNOT gate on Bob's photon by inserting a half waveplate set at 45
• on the left path of photon B: thus the path (qubit 2 ) acts as the control and the polarization (qubit 1 ) acts as the target (Fig. 3  (b) ). After the CNOT gate, the 4-qubit state then reads:
Using the correspondence |H B,A ↔ |0 13 ,|V B,A ↔ |1 13 , |r B,A ↔ |0 24 and |l B,A ↔ |1 24 , Eq. (13) is equivalent to the Choi state of the CNOT channel expressed in the logical basis (9) . Dephasing noisy channels were simulated by acting independently on qubits 1 and 2, before and/or after the CNOT gate, as in Eq. (11), by inserting a LC with its fast axis at 0
• with respect to the horizontal and a thin glass plate, both before and after the CNOT (Fig. 3 (c) ). Each LC induces a phase between |H B and |V B , that can be set to either 0 or π by applying a voltage V 1 or V π respectively, thus acting either as 1 or σ z for qubit 1 ; each glass plate introduces a phase φ between |r B and |l B , that can be set to 0 or π by calibrated rotations of the plate, thus acting either as 1 or σ z for qubit 2. By varying the relative time of action of each dephaser, in a similar manner as in the 1-qubit channel experiment, we were able to vary the values of q 1 and q 2 .
To measure the witnessW CNOT (10) as a function of q 1 and q 2 , we needed to evaluate σ ⊗4 x and σ ⊗4 z for several values of q 1 and q 2 . Thus, for each value of q 1 and q 2 , we measured coincidence counts between photons A and B in 32 different settings of the polarization-path analysis set-up. The polarization analysis in this case is achieved via a HWP and a PBS (Fig. 3 (e) ) while the path analysis is done either directly sending the photons to the detectors (thus measuring |r and |l ) or passing them first through a beam-splitter and a thin glass plate (thus measuring |d = ( Fig. 3 (d) ). We obtained the witness values reported in Fig. 4 as a function of q 1 = q 2 = q. Again, to compare them properly with the theory, we must take into account the finite purity of the initial Choi state that we prepared to simulate the Choi state of the CNOT gate. We could model the experimental Choi state of the CNOT noisy channel, given the visibilities (measured in the diagonal basis) of the polarization (ν π = 0.858 ± 0.008) and path (ν k = 0.904 ± 0.004) entanglement for q = 0 (see SI). As can be seen, our results are in good agreement with the theoretical calculation. Note that the slight discrepancy remaining for large q is probably due to imperfections in the simulated dephasing channels. As expected, from these results it is evident that a low level of noise makes the CNOT to be no more an entangling gate, in particular the non separability of the map is no longer detected for q > 0.1 in our experiment.
Conclusion -
We have implemented a method that allows to check the entanglement properties of a noisy multi-qubit gate with fewer measurements than those required by a full quantum process tomography [17] and could thus be a more convenient tool for routine performance checks on quantum gates. This method has been tested in the cases of a 1-qubit entanglement breaking channel and of a 2-qubit separable map with very good agreement between experimental measurements and theoretical predictions.
The work was supported by the EU Project QWAD (Quantum Waveguides Applications & Developments). * adeline.orieux@gmail.com, group's webpage: http://quantumoptics.phys.uniroma1.it/ SPDC source -The two-photon source used in this work is depicted in Fig. 1 : a type I, 0.5 mm-long BBO crystal, illuminated back and forth by a CW laser at 355 nm generates two H-polarized cones of photon pairs by spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC). One of the cones is transformed into a Vpolarized cone by the combined action of a spherical mirror and a quarter-wave plate, thus allowing the production of polarization-entangled photon pairs, on two spatial modes selected by a 2-hole mask ( Fig. 1 (a) , [1] ). Four spatial modes of emitted pairs (r A -l B and l A -r B ) can be selected by use of a 4-hole mask instead, thus allowing the generation of path-polarization hyperentangled photon pairs ( Fig. 1 (b) , [2] ). Depolarizing channel -The 1-qubit depolarizing channel acting on Bob's photon consists of two liquid crystal retarders (LC 1 and LC 2 ), the fast axis of LC 1 being horizontal and the one of LC 2 being oriented at 45
• . Thus, LC 1 acts as 1 or σ z when the applied voltage is V 1 or V π respectively, LC 2 acts as 1 or σ x when the applied voltage is V 1 or V π respectively, and they act as σ y when V π is applied to both. The weight p is varied by changing the duration δ of the voltage V π on each LC with respect to the detection gate duration T : p = δ T (Fig. 2, [3] ). 2-qubit separable map set-up -The detailed experimental set-up of the 2-qubit separable map detection is shown in Fig. 3 . LC 1 (LC 2 ) and glass 1 (glass 2 ) implement a 2-qubit dephasing channel on photon B before (after) the CNOT gate; the path qubits are analysed with a beam-splitter (BS) and two glass plates (φ A and φ B ) with a delay ∆x = 0 between the left and the right path; a half-wave plate (HWP) and a polarizing beam-splitter (PBS) are used to analyse the polarization qubits; the photons are detected in coincidence by two fibered singlephoton avalanche photodiodes (SPAD).
Note that the Pauli operators for the polarization qubits 1,3 may be expressed as: σ degree of freedom given by the non perfect emission of the state |Φ + 13 from the source. The noisy initial state can then be modelled as
where ν π is the visibility in the polarization degree of freedom, and |Ψ + 24 represents the noiseless initial state in the path degree of freedom. The polarization visibility can be measured experimentally leading to ν π = 0.858 ± 0.008. − 2q 2 (3 + 4ν π ) + q(3 + 5ν π ).
By setting the measured values of ν π and η k , the above expression is exploited to fit the experimental data of W CNOT in terms of q (see main text for further details).
CNOT witness for q 1 = q 2 -The theoretical expectation value of W CNOT is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the dephasing noise parameters q 1 and q 2 for a pure initial Choi state. As can be seen, the detection on the non-separability of the map can be achieved for sufficiently low noise levels. In particular, if one of the channels is noiseless (e.g. q 2 = 0), the map is non separable for 0 q 1 < 0.29 [5] .
The experimental results for the case q 1 = q 2 have already been presented in the main text of this letter; in Fig.5 , we present two additional measurements of W CNOT for which only q 1 was varied, in the cases q 2 = 0 and q 2 = 0.30. The expectation value for the imperfect initial Choi state prepared was calculated using the model described above. Here again we believe the discrepancy with the experimental data for large q 1 may be due to imperfections in the simulated dephasing noise. In the case q 2 = 0, the non-separability of the map is no longer detected for q 1 0.21 in our experiement; while for the case q 2 = 0.30, as expected (as q 2 > 0.29), the entanglement of the CNOT gate is never detected, whatever the strength q 1 of the noise before the gate.
